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Scheduling Interval Orders in ParallelErnst W. Mayr�May 29, 1994AbstractInterval orders are partial orders de�ned by having interval representations. Itis well known that a transitively oriented digraph G is an interval order i� its(undirected) complement �G is chordal. We investigate parallel algorithms for thefollowing scheduling problem: Given a system consisting of a set T of n tasks (eachrequiring unit execution time) and an interval order � over T , and given m identicalparallel processors, construct an optimal (i.e., minimal length) schedule for (T ;�).Our algorithm is based on a subroutine for computing so-called scheduling dis-tances, i.e., the minimal number of time steps needed to schedule all those taskssucceeding some given task t and preceding some other task t0. For a given intervalorder with n tasks, these scheduling distances can be computed using n3 processorsand O(log2 n) time on a CREW-PRAM. We then give an incremental version ofthe scheduling distance algorithm, which can be used to compute the empty slotsin an optimal schedule. From these, we derive the optimal schedule, using no moreresources than for the initial scheduling distance computation and considerably im-proving on previous work by Sunder and He.The algorithm can also be extended to handle task systems which, in additionto interval order precedence constraints, have individual deadlines and/or releasetimes for the tasks. Our algorithm is the �rst NC-algorithm for this problem. Asanother application, it also provides NC-algorithms for some graph problems oninterval graphs (which are NP-complete in general).1 IntroductionHighly parallel architectures promise to speed up computation considerably and thus makemany more problems amenable to solution. To make use of these architectures, however,it is necessary to decompose an algorithm into parallel steps such that the actions in eachparallel step are independent of each other, and to assign the activities to the parallelprocessors for execution. In this paper, we deal with a variant of this latter problem ofscheduling tasks on a set of parallel processors. Many, if not most, scheduling problemsconsidered in the literature are NP-complete [20, 15]. On the other hand, there are a fewscheduling problems for which fast and (processor) e�cient parallel solutions have beenfound. They include task systems with release times and deadlines [3], task systems witharbitrary precedence constraints for two processor architectures [12], and task systems for�Institut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchen, 80290 M�unchen, Germany, Phone: +49 892105 2680, e-mail: mayr@informatik.tu-muenchen.de1



an arbitrary number of processors and precedence constraints which are either in-forestsor outforests [4], [11]. More recently, Sunder and He [19] have given the �rstNC-algorithmfor scheduling interval ordered task systems. Apart from some rather special cases [3] andin-forests and out-forests [11], interval orders are the only types of precedence constraintsfor which the unit execution time (UET) scheduling problem is known to be solvable byan NC algorithm for an arbitrary number of (identical) parallel processors.In this paper, we consider the class of precedence constraints given by interval orders.This class is quite rich, and it has received considerable attention in the past [7, 5, 17, 9].Concerning scheduling, it is known [18] that the UET scheduling problem on intervalorders can be solved sequentially in linear time, and that the problem becomes NP-complete if the UET restriction is dropped. The algorithm given in [18] is based onlist scheduling and appears inherently sequential. In fact, the general problem of listscheduling has been shown to be P-complete [11, 19], and it is therefore very unlikelythat any substantial parallel speedup can be achieved.Our main result is an NC-algorithm for the UET scheduling problem on interval ordersand an arbitrary number of parallel processors. It runs in O(log2 n) time on n3 processorsof a CREW-PRAM [6] whereas the previous algorithm of [19] requires the same timebound but n5 processors on the stronger CRCW-PRAM model which allows concurrentwrites in addition to concurrent reads of the same memory cell.Our result is important in two respects. First, it is one of very few cases where anNC-algorithm could be obtained for a scheduling problem where the number of processorsis part of the problem instance. And second, it shows that even though list schedulingin general most likely de�es e�cient parallelization, there are more restricted cases wherepowerful techniques for parallel algorithms can be e�ectively used. In fact, the optimalschedule constructed by our algorithm turns out to be the same as the one obtained by thelist scheduling algorithm in [18]. Interval orders occur naturally as precedence constraintsin manufacturing problems; for another interpretation see also [18].The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce thebasic notations used in the paper, and we state some fundamental properties about in-terval orders and schedules. The following section describes an algorithm to computethe length of an optimal schedule for an interval order, as well as an incremental versionof this algorithm. These two algorithms are then used in section 4 to design a routinefor computing an optimal list schedule for interval orders. The last two sections containapplications of our algorithms as well as some concluding remarks and open problems.2 Fundamental Concepts and NotationAn interval order � over n elements t1; : : : ; tn is given by a set of n closed intervals Ii,i = 1; : : : ; n on the real line. The i-th element is attached to the i-th interval. We saythat ti � tj whenever Ii lies completely to the left of Ij, i.e., x 2 Ii and y 2 Ij impliesx < y. The system of intervals Ii is called an interval representation of the partial order�. The incomparability graph �G of a partial order ~G is the undirected complement ofthe partial order: there is an edge between two vertices x and y in �G whenever x and yare distinct and neither x � y nor y � x in ~G. It is well-known that a partial order ~Gis an interval order i� �G is chordal [18], i.e., each cycle of length greater than three hasa chord. The incomparability graph of an interval order is also called an interval graph.Obviously, interval graphs are chordal. Figure 1 shows an example of an interval order2
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t1 t2 t3t4 t5t6 t7 t8Figure 1: Interval representation and interval ordertogether with an interval representation for it.Let t be some element in an interval order. We use N(t) to denote the set of allsuccessors of t, i.e., N(t) = ft0; t � t0g:Note that t 62 N(t). Analogously, P (t) denotes the set of all predecessors of t, P (t) =ft0; t0 � tg. Since N(t) is determined by the right endpoint of t's interval in the intervalrepresentation of �, N(t) and N(t0) are comparable wrt. set inclusion for any pair ofelements t and t0. Using the left endpoints of the intervals instead, the same statementcan be seen to hold for the predecessor sets P (t). In the example of Figure 1, we haveN1 = N2 � N3 � N5 � N4 � N6 = N7 = N8 ;P1 = P2 = P3 � P4 = P5 � P8 � P7 � P6 :Given an interval representation of �, total orderings of the elements compatible with theordering of the predecessor sets (resp., successor sets) can easily be obtained in logarithmictime on an n-processor EREW-PRAM (n the number of elements in the interval order)using sorting [2, 16].An m-processor schedule for a UET task system (T;�), with T = ft1; : : : ; tng and �a partial order over T , is a mapping S of T to the positive integers (timesteps) with thefollowing properties:1. whenever t � t0 then S(t) < S(t0);2. at most m tasks are mapped to any one timestep.The length of the schedule is the largest timestep which has a task mapped to it. Anoptimal schedule is one of minimal length. In terms of continuous time, timestep i com-prises the time interval [i� 1; i). Note that all tasks require unit time for execution, and3



that (the size of) the interval associated with a task in an interval representation for theinterval order has nothing to do with its execution time.A list schedule for a scheduling problem is obtained as follows: Let m be the numberof parallel processors. The tasks are arranged in a linear list, according to some crite-rion. The tasks are then scheduled, timestep for timestep, from this list according to thefollowing rule:Take the �rst m tasks in the list which are executable, i.e., for which all oftheir predecessors have already been assigned to earlier steps, remove themfrom the list and assign them one per processor. If only m0 < m such tasksare available, m�m0 processors remain idle for this timestep (we also say thatthere are m � m0 empty slots in this timestep. Note that the tasks selectedfor execution in a timestep need not be in contiguous positions in the list.The parallel complexity of list scheduling has been studied in [11] and [19] and shownto be P-complete [13] for the following general cases:1. no precedence constraints, arbitrary integer execution times, any �xed numberm > 1 of parallel processors [11];2. arbitrary precedence constraints, unit execution time, number of parallel processorspart of the problem instance [19].Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [18] have shown that, for task systems with an intervalorder as precedence constraints, the list schedule obtained from any list in which the tasksare arranged in order of nonincreasing successor set is optimal. While the list schedulingparadigm appears inherently sequential as argued above, it actually turns out that listschedules can be computed fast in parallel in the case of interval orders, albeit by arather di�erent algorithmic approach which just happens to produce an optimal scheduleidentical to the list schedule of [18].3 Scheduling Distance ComputationWe �rst study some properties of the (optimal) schedules obtained by the list schedulingalgorithm of [18]. For the time being, all we assume about the list of tasks is that,whenever t0 follows t in this list, then N(t0) � N(t). We start by showing that there aresubsets of tasks which have properties very similar to the blocks studied by Co�man andGraham in [1] in their algorithm for the 2-processor scheduling problem.Theorem 1 Let (T;�) be an interval order, and let opt be the minimal length of a sched-ule for (T;�) on m processors. Then there exist pairwise disjoint subsets (called blocks)�i � T , i = 1; : : : ; r ( for some r) with1. t 2 �i; t0 2 �i�1 ) t � t0,2. j�ij � 1 (mod m),3. Pri=1 l j�ijm m = opt. 4



m opttime�7 �6 �5 �4 �3 �2 �1Figure 2: Blocks in a scheduleProof: Let S be the list schedule obtained by the list scheduling algorithm in [18].Then S is optimal, i.e., of length opt. Let �0 be the number of the last timestep of S, andlet T0 be the tasks scheduled in timestep �0. Also, let ~t0 be any task in T0. Now de�neinductively, as long as �i�1 > 0:�i := the latest timestep before �i�1 s.t.(i) timestep �i contains an empty slot, or(ii) there is a task t0 scheduled in timestep �i with N(t0) � N(~ti�1)(by default, �i := 0 if there is no such time step);Ti := the set of tasks scheduled in timestep �i;~ti := some task in Ti with maximal successor set;�i := f~ti�1g [ ftasks in timesteps strictly between �i and �i�1g.Let �r; : : : ; �1 be the blocks constructed by this algorithm, let i > 1 and assume t 2 �iand t0 2 �i�1. By construction, N(t) � N(~ti). If timestep �i contains an empty slot, theneach task in timesteps later than �i must be a successor of some task in Ti. Since thesuccessor sets of the tasks are pairwise comparable wrt. set inclusion, and since ~ti has amaximal successor set of all the tasks scheduled in timestep �i, ~ti precedes, in this case,all tasks in later timesteps. If, on the other hand, there is a task t00 scheduled in timestep�i with N(t00) � N(~ti�1), then every task in �i�1 must have a predecessor scheduled intimestep �i, because the tasks in �i�1 appear in the list before t00, at least one of themwould be executable and would be scheduled by the list scheduling routine alongside with~ti, instead of t00. Again, because ~ti has a maximal successor set in its timestep, ~ti precedesall tasks in �i�1, in particular t0. In either case, since N(t) � N(~ti), we conclude thatt � t0, proving (1). Claim (2) is clear from the construction of the blocks �i. From (1) itfollows that, in any schedule, all tasks in �i must be scheduled in earlier timesteps thanany task in �i�1. Since there are m parallel processors available, the tasks in �i requireat least l j�ijm m many timesteps, and hence every schedule has length at leastrXi=1 & j�ijm ' ;while, by construction, the length of S is equal to this quantity, implying the optimalityof S (giving another, succinct proof of the main result in [18]) and establishing (3).Figure 2 shows an example of blocks in a schedule. In this �gure, each row correspondsto the timesteps on one of the m processors, and tasks are shown as squares. Tasksbelonging to blocks are hatched (for clarity at di�erent angles in adjacent blocks), andtasks not in blocks are shown in grey. Empty slots are left white.5



De�nition 1 Let t and t0 be two tasks of some task system (T;�). Then I(t; t0) :=N(t) \ P (t0) is the set of all those tasks that are simultaneously successors of t andpredecessors of t0, and �I(t;t0) is the partial order � restricted to I(t; t0).If t and t0 are incomparable wrt. �, then I(t; t0) = ;. It should also be clear that, if �is an interval order on T , then so is �I(t;t0) on I(t; t0), for any t and t0.De�nition 2 Let t and t0 be two tasks of some task system (T;�). Then the schedulingdistance D(t; t0) is the length of an optimal schedule for (I(t; t0);�I(t;t0)).D(t; t0) is the minimal number of steps required to schedule all tasks that are successorsof t and predecessors of t0. Clearly, if t and t0 are incomparable wrt. �, then D(t; t0) = 0.Lemma 1 Let (T;�) be some task system, let t; t0 2 T , U � I(t; t0), U 6= ;, and letj; k 2 N such that for all t00 2 U1. D(t; t00) � j, and2. D(t00; t0) � k.Then D(t; t0) � j + k + &jU jm ' :Proof: In any schedule for I(t; t0), there are, by the de�nition of scheduling distance,at least j timesteps before the �rst task of U can be scheduled, and there are at least ksteps after the last timestep for a task in U . Since the tasks in U require at least l jU jm mtimesteps themselves, the claim follows.Lemma 2 Let t; t0; �t and �t0 be tasks in some task system (T;�) such that I(t; t0) � I(�t; �t0).Then D(t; t0) � D(�t; �t0).Proof: This follows immediately since (I(�t; �t0);�I(�t;�t0)) contains (I(t; t0);�I(t;t0)).Note that, in the above lemma, t and �t (resp., t0 and �t0) need not be comparable wrt. �,even though I(t; t0) � I(�t; �t0).Lemma 3 Let (T;�) be a task system, with � an interval order, let t; t0 2 T and U �I(t; t0), U 6= ;. Further, let t1 2 U be a task with minimal predecessor set, and let t2 2 Ube a task with minimal successor set. ThenD(t; t0) � D(t; t1) + & jU jm '+D(t2; t0) :Proof: Since � is an interval order, the successor sets N(�) are pairwise comparablewrt. set inclusion, as are the predecessor sets P (�). Therefore, P (t1) � P (t00) and N(t2) �N(t00) for all t00 2 U . Hence, by the previous lemma, D(t; t1) � D(t; t00) and D(t2; t0) �D(t00; t0) for all t00 2 U , and thus the claim follows by applying Lemma 1.6



We now assume in the following wlog that the set of tasks T = ft1; : : : ; tng, andthat the tasks are renamed such that N(t1) � N(t2) � : : : � N(tn), i.e., in order ofnonincreasing (size of) successor set. We also let � be a permutation of f1; : : : ; ng suchthat P (t�(i)) � P (t�(i+1)) for all i = 1; : : : ; n � 1, i.e., t�(1); t�(2); : : : ; t�(n) is in order ofnondecreasing (size of) predecessor set. Finally, we let (t�(i);j)1�j�n�i+1 be the subsequenceof (t1; t2; : : : ; tn) consisting of those tk with ��1(k) � i, i.e., (t�(i);1; t�(i);2; : : : ; t�(i);n�i+1) is(t�(i); t�(i+1); : : : ; t�(n)) rearranged in order of nonincreasing successor set. It is clear thatthese sequences as well as � and its inverse can be computed using sorting within timeO(log n) on n2 processors.Given a task system (T;�), with jT j = n tasks and an interval order �, the followingalgorithm computes the scheduling distances for all pairs (t; t0) 2 T 2:algorithm sd(T;�;m):determine the permutation � and its inverse;determine, for all i = 1; : : : ; n, the sequences (t�(i);j)1�j�n�i+1;forall i; j do in parallelD0(t�(i); t�(j)) := l jI(t�(i);t�(j))jm m;for p := 1 to dlog ne doforall i; j with t�(i) � t�(j) do in paralleld0(i; j) := maxfl kmm+Dp�1(t�(i);k; t�(j)); k such that t�(i);k � t�(j)g;forall i; j with t�(i) � t�(j) do in parallelDp(t�(i); t�(j)) := maxfDp�1(t�(i); t�(j));Dp�1(t�(i); t�(k)) + d0(k; j);k such that t�(i) � t�(k) � t�(j)g;return(Ddlogne(�; �))Lemma 4 Algorithm sd correctly computes the scheduling distances.Proof: The two forall i; j loops together computeforall i; j with t�(i) � t�(j) do in parallelDp(t�(i); t�(j)) := maxfDp�1(t�(i); t�(j));Dp�1(t�(i); t�(k)) + l lmm+Dp�1(t�(k);l; t�(j));k such that t�(i) � t�(k) � t�(j) andl such that t�(k);l � t�(j)gUsing Lemma 3, a simple induction now shows that, for all t and t0 and for all p, wealways have Dp(t; t0) � D(t; t0), i.e., the Dp(t; t0) are always on the conservative side.On the other hand, if I(t; t0) is empty or contains just one block, then clearly, by theinitialization, D0(t; t0) = D(t; t0). If I(t; t0) contains q blocks, with 2p � q � 2p+1 � 1,consider the block in the \middle", which is the one with number q0, q0 = l q+12 m. Let t1(resp., t2) be any task in this block which has no predecessor (resp., successor) withinthe block. Then I(t; t1) and I(t2; t0) both have strictly fewer than 2p blocks, and we mayassume by induction that Dp�1(t; t1) = D(t; t1) and Dp�1(t2; t0) = D(t2; t0). Since themonotonicity property (Lemma 2) also holds for all Dp instead of D, we have that for alltasks t00 in the block numbered q0 Dp�1(t; t1) � Dp�1(t; t00) and Dp�1(t2; t0) � Dp�1(t00; t0).Hence it follows from the algorithm that Dp(t; t0) = D(t; t0).We have now everything in place for 7



Theorem 2 Let (T;�) be a task system, with jT j = n tasks, each requiring unit timefor execution, and � an interval order, and let m be an integer � 1. Then the lengthof an optimal m-processor schedule for (T;�) can be computed in time O(log2 n) on aCREW-PRAM with n3 processors.Proof: We add to (T;�) a task ttop preceding, and a task tbot succeeding all tasksin T . This can clearly be done in such a way that the resulting partial order is stillan interval order. We then use algorithm sd with parameters T;�, and m in order tocompute D(ttop; tbot), which equals the minimal number of steps needed to execute (T;�)on m processors, and which is therefore the optimal schedule length. The bounds for therunning time and the number of CREW-PRAM processors follow immediately from thedescription of the algorithm.While we have just constructed a (moderately) e�cientNC-algorithm to compute thelength of an optimal schedule for a task system whose precedence constraints form aninterval order, we are still faced with the problem to compute such a schedule itself, i.e.,the actual assignment of the tasks to timesteps. We are going to conclude this sectionpresenting an incremental version of the scheduling distance algorithm which, as will beshown in the next section, can be used to actually compute an optimal schedule.For this, let (T;�) be a task system as above, with � being an interval order, let ~tbe some task in T , and let a be some nonnegative integer. From the given task system,we construct a new task system (T 0;�0) as follows: we add to T a new tasks which willall be identical and named t̂. Each t̂ has no successor in (T 0;�0), and its predecessors areexactly those t 2 T with N(t) � N(~t). It should be clear that �0 is still an interval order.We denote the resulting task system by (T;�; ~t; a).To compute the optimal schedule length for (T;�; ~t; a), we can proceed as before.We can add tasks ttop and tbot in such a way that ttop (resp., tbot) precedes (resp., suc-ceeds) every other task, and then apply algorithm sd. However, if we already know thescheduling distances for (T;�) augmented by ttop and tbot (actually, we will not even useany precomputed scheduling distances to tbot), the following algorithm provides a moree�cient way to obtain the optimal schedule length for (T;�; ~t; a). We use n to denotejT j.algorithm isd(T;�; ~t; a;m):co compute D(ttop; t̂); since the a copies of t̂ are identical, this needs to be donefor just one of them ocsort I(ttop; t̂) in order of nondecreasing scheduling distance from ttop;let (tij)1�j�n0 be the resulting sequence;D(ttop; t̂) := maxf0;D(ttop; tij) + ln0�j+1m m ; 1 � j � n0g;co compute D(ttop; tbot) ocsort I(ttop; tbot) in order of nondecreasing scheduling distance from ttop;let (tij)1�j�n+a be the resulting sequence;D(ttop; tbot) := maxf0;D(ttop; tij) + ln+a�j+1m m ; 1 � j � n+ ag;return D(ttop; tbot)Lemma 5 Algorithm isd correctly computes the optimal schedule length for the extendedtask system (T;�; ~t; a). 8



Proof: Consider �rst some optimal schedule for I(ttop; t̂) in the extended task system.Then the scheduling distances from ttop to all tasks in the (wrt. time) last block of thisschedule are known by assumption. Hence, the �rst loop in algorithm isd is guaranteed toalso pick the minimal value of these, resulting in computing the correct value for D(ttop; t̂).As for D(ttop; tbot), also consider some optimal schedule for (T;�;~t; a). Then, if thea copies of t̂ occur at all within blocks, they must all be contained in the (wrt. time)last block. As before, this implies that the algorithm computes the correct schedulingdistance.With the parameters as given above, algorithm isd requires time O(log n) and n pro-cessors on a CREW-PRAM. By using only one copy of t̂ and observing in the computationsthat it actually represents a identical copies, these resource bounds hold independentlyof a.4 Constructing an Optimal ScheduleWith the scheduling distance and the incremental scheduling distance algorithms at hand,we can now compute the actual assignment of tasks to timesteps in an optimal schedulefor interval ordered task systems. Let (T;�) be the given task system, with � an intervalorder. Sort T in order of nonincreasing (size of) successor set and partition the resultinglist into maximal segments consisting of tasks with identical successor sets. Let s bethe number of segments obtained. Within each segment, we sort the tasks according tonon-decreasing (size of) predecessor set. In what follows, we are going to compute theschedule obtained by applying the list scheduling algorithm of [18] to the resulting list.By the results in [18] we know that the schedule we obtain is optimal.We �rst add to (T;�) (maintaining interval orderedness) a task ttop preceding all tasksin T , and, for each k = 1; : : : ; s, a task tk;bot succeeding ttop and all tasks in the �rst ksegments and having no successors itself. We also set tbot := ts;bot, and we call the extendedsystem (T 00;�00).De�nition 3 For k = 1; : : : ; s, Gk is the subsystem of (T 00;�00) given by the tasks ttopand tk;bot and all tasks in I(ttop; tk;bot), i.e., all tasks between ttop and tk;bot.Using algorithm sd, we can compute the scheduling distances for (T 00;�00) in timeO(log2 n) on a CREW-PRAM with n3 processors, where n is the cardinality of T .De�nition 4 We say that segment i jumps to segment j > i with multiplicity b if, in thelist schedule, the last time step containing a task from segment i and no task from anyearlier segment also contains (exactly) b tasks from segment j.It should be clear that once we know all the jumps (with their multiplicities), it isstraightforward using pre�x computations to determine the (optimal) list schedule: we�rst remove from every segment (in order of nondecreasing predecessor set) as many tasksas are jumped to, and add these tasks to the end of those segments from which the jumpsoccur. Then we group every segment into chunks of size m (the last chunk for eachsegment can of course be smaller). The ith chunk then, in order, corresponds to the setof tasks scheduled in timestep i.We thus now concentrate on computing the jumps and their multiplicities.9



De�nition 5 Let Gk;j;a, for 1 � j < k and 0 � a � s � (m � 1), be Gk augmented byc identical new tasks which have all tasks in the �rst j � 1 segments as predecessors andtk;bot as the only successor (preserving interval orderedness).Given the scheduling distances for the Gk, which we computed above, the schedulingdistance D(ttop; tk;bot) in Gk;j;c can be computed in time O(log n) using n processors, byapplying algorithm isd. In the following, we use, for a task system G including tasks ttopand tbot as above (i.e., ttop precedes, and tbot succeeds every other task), opt(G) to denotethe optimal length of a schedule for I(ttop; tbot) in G (which is equal to the schedulingdistance D(ttop; tbot) in G).algorithm list schedule(T;�):compute the scheduling distances for (T 00;�00);forall applicable k and j do in paralleluse binary search to determine the maximal c such that opt(Gk;j;c) = opt(Gk);co this c =: ck;j is the number of empty slots in the list schedule for the �rst ksegments after all tasks in the �rst j � 1 segments have been executed oc~ck;j := ck;j � ck;j+1;co ~ck;j is the number of empty slots in the list schedule for the �rst k segmentsin the last timestep with a task from segment j and no task from anyearlier segment ocjump(j; k) := ~ck�1;j � ~ck;j;co jump(k; j) is the exact multiplicity of the jump from segment j to segment k oc.Algorithm list schedule still requires n3 processors and time O(log2 n) on a CREW-PRAM.5 Applications and ExtensionsOur algorithm for scheduling task systems with interval orders as precedence constraintscan be extended to also handle, in addition, individual release times and deadlines for thetasks. We obtain an algorithm using O(log4 n) time on n8 processors of a CREW-PRAM.While this is the �rst NC-algorithm for this problem, it is too involved to be presentedhere and is deferred to another, forthcoming paper.The parallel interval order scheduling algorithm presented in the previous sectionscan also be used to show that certain decision problems, while they are NP-complete ingeneral, can be solved in NC for interval graphs.Interval graphs are undirected graphs, de�ned as the incomparability graphs of intervalorders, i.e., the undirected complements of interval orders. We assume in the followingthat interval graphs are given by an interval representation (as for a corresponding intervalorder). If this is not the case, there are NC-algorithms (based on transitive orientation)known to compute an interval representation [14, 10], given a standard adjacency list oradjacency matrix representation of the interval graph.We �rst showLemma 6 Let G be some interval graph, which is the incomparability graph of someinterval order ~G = (T;�). Let C1; C2 � T be two cliques in G, and assume that t 2 C1,t0 2 C2, and t � t0 in ~G. Then there are no t1 2 C1 and t2 2 C2 such that t2 � t1 in ~G.10



Proof: Assume to the contrary that there are t1 2 C1 and t2 2 C2 such that t2 � t1 in~G. If N(t) � N(t2) then t0 2 N(t) implies that t2 � t0 which is impossible. Otherwise, ifN(t) � N(t2) then t � t1 which again is a contradiction.Lemma 6 implies that, if there is a partition of T into cliques in the interval graph Gsuch that none of the cliques contains more than m vertices then there is an m-processorschedule for the task system ~G of length equal to the number of cliques in the partition.De�nition 6 For the following de�nitions, also see [8].1. The problem PARTITION INTO CLIQUES is: Given an undirected graph G and somenonnegative integer k, can the vertex set of G be partitioned into at most k cliques?2. The problem PARTITION INTO TRIANGLES is: Given an undirected graph G, canthe vertex set of G be partitioned in such a way that each class in the partition induces atriangle in G?Both of these problems are well known to be NP-complete for general graphs. Fromthe discussion above, we immediately obtainLemma 7 The problem PARTITION INTO CLIQUES is in NC when restricted to in-terval graphs.Proof: Let (G; k) be the instance given, and let ~G be an interval order with G asincomparability graph. Also, let n be the number of vertices in G. Then, using Lemma 6,there is an n-processor schedule for ~G of length at most k i� the vertex set of G can bepartitioned into at most k cliques.Lemma 8 The problem PARTITION INTO TRIANGLES is in NC when restricted tointerval graphs.Proof: Let G be the instance given, and let ~G be an interval order with G as incompa-rability graph. Then there is a 3-processor schedule for ~G without any empty slot i� thevertex set of G can be partitioned into triangles.6 Conclusion and Open ProblemsWe have presented in this paper a parallel algorithm for optimally scheduling unit ex-ecution time task systems, whose precedence constraints form an interval order, on midentical parallel processors, where m is part of the problem instance. This algorithmruns in time O(log2 n), n the number of tasks in the task system, and requires n3 pro-cessors of a CREW-PRAM. Compared to the only previous parallel algorithm for thisproblem, which runs within the same asymptotic time bound, but requires n5 proces-sors on the much more powerful CRCW-PRAM model, our algorithm represents a majorimprovement.It is also important since, other than trees (and empty precedence constraints), intervalorders are the only case where NC-algorithms are known even when the number m oftarget processors is arbitrary and part of the problem instance.In terms of the work performed by our algorithm, there is of course still a huge gapwhen compared with the linear time sequential algorithm given in [18]. It is an intriguing11
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